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ABSTRACT
Virtual Reality painting is a form of 3D-painting done in a Virtual Reality (VR) space. Being a relatively new kind of art form, there is a growing interest within the creative practices community to learn it. Currently, most users learn using community posted 2D-videos on the internet, which are a screencast recording of the painting process by an instructor. While such an approach may suffice for teaching 2D-software tools, these videos by themselves fail in delivering crucial details that required by the user to understand actions in a VR space. We conduct a formative study to identify challenges faced by users in learning to VR-paint using such video-based tutorials. Informed by results of this study, we develop a VR-embedded tutorial system that supplements video tutorials with 3D and contextual aids directly in the user’s VR environment. An exploratory evaluation showed users were positive about the system and were able to use the proposed system to recreate painting tasks in VR.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Painting, sketching, and sculpting in Virtual Reality (VR), henceforth referred to as “VR design”, are emerging forms of artistic expression. The key characteristic of VR design is the ability to move a hand in mid-air to directly manipulate and create 3D shapes. This WYSIWYG paradigm was foreseen by early research [13] and yet has only become widely available recently thanks to advancements in VR optics and spatial tracking technologies. The freedom of expression in VR is perhaps one of the main reasons VR design has received significant interest from creative communities [11].

VR design is a creative process and requires mastery of skills. Through initial conversations with two professional VR artists and observations of online user groups, we found two apparent requirements for designing in VR: VR UI skills...
(e.g., how to use interface elements such as 3D menus/tools) and VR artistic skills (e.g., what are the creative techniques available). Currently, learning VR design happens mainly through trial and error. Support for VR design tutorials has been limited. Most VR applications only provide onboarding experiences that focus on basic functions. More importantly, users, while in VR, do not have a convenient way to browse and consume tutorials that were created by other users. This is in stark contrast to the ongoing focus of the HCI community on supporting tutorials for desktop-based design software [15].

The lack of learning aids for VR design motivates our main research question: “How do we design a tutorial system for design tasks in VR?” In this paper, we focus our investigation on the feasibility of using user-generated screencast videos of a VR workflow, as tutorials in VR. Video is prevalent in online VR user communities and on VR applications’ learning pages [2]. Its apparent benefit is the low overhead cost of authoring: a user only needs to hit the “record” button once to capture. Other users can then view this capture and learn about the author’s design process in VR. This type of learning is self-paced, holistic, and may encourage metacognitive processes [31]. Additionally, screencast video is also application-agnostic—the user does not need to rely on the VR application to provide dedicated APIs for recording. This means that any user can create and share tutorials for any VR applications, techniques, and features.

However, there are inherent limitations to using 2D videos as tutorials in VR. First, traditional video players are not well-integrated into VR design applications. To view video in VR, a user needs to pause the current painting process to switch to another application. Or worse, they may have to take off the Head-Mounted Device (HMD) to view the video on the desktop computer. Second, it is not clear to what extent users can interpret the spatial nature of 3D VR tasks from a 2D video. Compared to standard desktop software, carrying out tasks in VR spaces involves interaction in a much richer 3D input space and with dramatically novel interface concepts and interaction designs (e.g., teleportation, 3D color picking, and so on) [1].

To address these challenges, we develop VR-embedded widgets. These widgets can show video content and interfaces directly in the user’s VR painting environment, so that a user can simultaneously access the tutorial and the painting. To do this, our widgets inject the VR application’s rendering and event system, so that they can be rendered on top of the application in VR and can be programmed to respond to a user’s input in VR. Using these widgets as building blocks, we develop a basic timeline-based video player and examine whether users can learn from a screencast tutorial video, while painting in VR. We find that the presence of a video tutorial system in VR is valuable to users. However, improvements to the interface are needed to increase the utility of screencast video as a VR tutorial. We distill our findings into a set of design implications focusing on 1) UI accessibility 2) Spatio-temporal exploration 3) Depth perception and 4) Instruction awareness.

Based on these findings, we introduce a new tutorial system for VR painting called TutoriVR. Our system takes as input a screencast video captured from both eyes of the instructor and a data log consisting of activity traces of the instructor’s VR device such as controller poses, HMD poses and button presses. Both of these are trivially accessible in most VR systems. Using these materials, TutoriVR delivers a more optimal learning experience. First, we enhance the tutorial user’s depth perception through rendering the screencast video stereoscopically, and supplementing it with 3D rendering of controllers and active painting strokes. Then, we allow for increased perspective perception by enabling the users to view the stroke creation process from different perspectives. Next, we enable the users to better understand controller interactions through highlighting them for an extended duration allowing for enough time for users to understand any quick actions. Finally, we allow for an increased instructional awareness of users through a widget that follows the user’s field of view. We conducted a preliminary evaluation to assess TutoriVR and we found that, users found these improvements useful and were able to complete more critical steps in a tutorial than when using the baseline system.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

- Exploring challenges associated with learning VR design through 2D video-based tutorials
- A VR-embedded widget system that supplements and enhances the understanding of video-based tutorials
- Preliminary evaluations of the developed system indicating that users were able to use the proposed tutorial system to replicate 3D painting tasks in VR

2 RELATED WORK
Designing and sketching in VR
Early research in VR explores the potential of immersive displays in 3D design tasks such as modeling [35] and sketching [39]. More recent work focuses on examining the mechanics of sketching in mid-air, focusing on understanding the quality of the stroke [6, 41] or improving it via correction techniques [8] and advanced workflow [5]. Providing effective learning materials is also important to help develop artistic skills. Our work complements this research by characterizing users’ needs in learning design applications in VR and introducing a tutorial system for VR painting.

1http://www.xr.design/
**Tutorial system for design applications**

Providing effective instructions for digital content creation has been an active research area within HCI. Previous work focuses on tutorials for desktop applications such as design software [10, 17, 19, 32], sketching [15], and 3D modeling [14]. A major theme in these works is to generate high-quality tutorials based on the raw recordings of a user workflow. This approach can help the authoring overhead of the tutorial creator and encourage more sharing of community-generated tutorials. Our work is the first to extend this concept to design applications in VR.

An important question asked in these works is, at what level of the application should the system record the workflow? The recording can either be application-specific (e.g., Blender edit operations [14], Photoshop commands [10, 17], Paint.NET document edits and UI events [20]) or application-agnostic (e.g., mouse and keyboard inputs [7, 27, 29], OS-level activity tracing [26]). Our work focuses on the latter type of recording. We provide a minimal capturing tool that captures screen video of a VR workflow together with time-stamped VR system traces. These traces capture button-press events as well as 6DOF interaction data from the HMD and the controllers. They are trivially accessible in most VR systems such as Oculus or HTC Vive. We leverage these data to develop widgets that provide supplemental visualizations to increase the utility of a 2D video in VR.

Alternatively, a VR application may provide APIs for users to capture all the geometric information and the application states of a VR design workflow [1]. A 3D reconstruction of this capture can help users freely explore the workflow from different perspectives. Ponto et al. [33] use tracked HMD data to produce stable videos while preserving the recorder’s original intent. Greenhalgh et al.’s [18] work discusses different spatio-temporal mechanisms that allow recording and playback of multi-user VR sessions. Both assume access to the entire VR application in order to facilitate playback. These approaches all depend heavily on the host application to provide proprietary recording and playback mechanisms which are not within the scope of our work.

**Tutorial system for VR/AR**

Tutorial systems designed for VR and AR environments primarily focus on harnessing spatial tracking and feedback to help users learn motor tasks [3, 24, 36, 40, 42]. Motor skill is only a subset of a VR painting workflow. Our system uses workflow video recording which can convey the full scope of a tutorial including tool usage, task demonstration, and content progression [15].

Video is a lightweight format for capturing workflows. Several AR systems use video to deliver physical assembly instructions [12, 16, 30]. In contrast, our focus is on helping users create virtual content in VR. Commercial VR design applications like Gravity Sketch, Medium, and Quill provide dedicated 2D video tutorials online and also in VR using standard video widgets such as play, pause, and seek. Our tutorial system also includes a video player, but it is more tightly coupled and is responsive to the user’s painting workflow. It can display video interfaces and enable interactive tutorial features directly inside the user’s painting environment in an application-agnostic manner. Our system does this by injecting both the rendering and the event system of the host VR application.

**3 FORMATIVE STUDY**

We carried out a formative study to observe and identify challenges faced by users who learn VR painting using video-based tutorials.

A fair amount of prior work [10, 17, 19, 32] deals with studying how users follow video tutorials to learn to use design software in conventional desktop computing. However, none of these works deal with the usage of video-tutorials to learn the operation of design tools specific to VR. More broadly, none of them deal with the usage of a VR environment embedded video player to learn to do actions within a VR space. Carrying out tasks in VR spaces involves interaction in a richer 3D input space as opposed to the 2D input space of conventional desktops. Hence, learning to paint in VR using 2D video-based tutorials pose additional challenges compared to learning conventional desktop software.

**Participants**

We recruited six participants (5 males and 1 female) through online forums and mailing lists having community of users with a prior experience in VR painting. Each study lasted for a maximum of 90 minutes and the users were compensated with a $50 gift card.

**Baseline tutorial video player**

Currently, there exists only limited solutions for users to access a video tutorial directly in VR. The most common way is to switch between VR and watching the video on a desktop computer. A user can also open a video application in VR, but that would require pausing the current VR painting application. Both of these approach disrupt the user’s flow of learning and painting.

In order to facilitate an integrated experience of watching and interacting with videos within the same VR painting environment, we built a custom video player that can work in an embedded manner within the environment of any VR application. The video player was built using the Unity engine and SteamVR library, which supports its deployment in a variety of standard VR platforms. Our system was developed for the Oculus Rift device. A preview of this embedded...
video player can be seen in Figure 2. A user can interact with our system using a standard VR laser pointing technique. We included basic video features such as timeline seeking and play/pause. Additionally, to avoid blocking the user’s painting in VR, we enabled users to change the UI position. In pilot testing, we found users frequently needed to check the tutorial by triggering the play/pause button on the UI. This may lead lead to muscle fatigue [9]. Thus, we also added a play/pause shortcut button on the user’s controller.

Tasks
The study had three tasks focused on different aspects of learning VR painting. The first task aimed at understanding tool usage in VR. The second task dealt with choosing different tools and creating an object from scratch. The third task required users to follow intricate hand movements and techniques to create a bird-shaped knot for a jewelry art. A short video (2-3 minutes) was used for each task. The videos were screencast video recordings of an expert VR artist’s workflow with voice-over. The participants were asked to follow the instructions in the video and create their own version of the painting, while following a think-aloud protocol. Each task had a maximum time limit of 15 minutes.

Measurement
After each task the users had to fill out a questionnaire about the task which asked the user to rate their ability to understand the instructions in the video. They were also asked to rate how easy it was for them to navigate and follow these instructions using the video player. Finally, they were asked to rate whether the video player eased the process of learning compared to how they usually learn to VR paint. One of the users preferred learning through trial and error of the software and did not prefer using any form of tutorial to learn. The users felt that the embedded player offered an integrated experience for them to learn VR painting using video tutorials while they continue to remain in the creative workflow of their painting process. They appreciated that the video player allowed them make instant visual comparisons of their work with the tutorial and make quick modifications. Users liked the ability to position the video player as per their convenience and that the video player is rendered on top of anything else in the VR environment. Although, in theory, rendering the player on top of VR graphics may introduce depth conflict [28], none of our users reported or showed signs of it. A possible explanation is that the mobility of the video player allowed users to move it around to avoid blocking their content, thereby preventing depth conflicts. However, depth conflict issues could occur in larger and more cluttered VR spaces, in which case the adjustment solutions proposed by Nguyen et. al [28] could be applied. Though it was possible for users to move the video player in z-direction to change its size, they preferred to have a more explicit control. A major request from users was to have a clearer step structure on the timeline to help with navigation; this is a well-known issue in previous video tutorial research [32].

Controller interactions. One of the recurring problems that the users faced was understanding the interactions of the VR controllers in the video. Similar to the mouse cursor, the VR controller is the primary input device in most VR applications. Whenever a user gets stuck on trying to perform the low-level actions, it was observed that the user actively looks for the VR controller in the video to figure out what action was done with it. This approach however is not always feasible due to various reasons. Controllers may not be in the field of view of the instructor, in which case the controllers are absent in the video. Button presses on the controllers can be too quick to notice, even when it is presented in the video. This would require users to precisely navigate to the frame the button was pressed in order to identify it. Users also found it difficult to follow actions that required a coordinated combination of consecutive button presses and hand gestures. For instance, in the first task, one needs to move a selected object by touching the object, hold down a button on the controller and then move their hands in order to move the selected object. This multi-step action was not understood by many users through watching videos because it was easy to miss the timing of at least one of those actions.

Findings of formative study
Embedded video player. Our embedded video player received mostly positive responses in the formative study. Five out of the six users rated that our embedded video player eased the process of learning compared to how they usually learn to VR paint. One of the users preferred learning through trial and error of the software and did not prefer using any form of tutorial to learn. The users felt that the embedded player offered an integrated experience for them to learn VR painting using video tutorials while they continue to remain in the creative workflow of their painting process. They appreciated that the video player allowed them make instant visual comparisons of their work with the tutorial and make quick modifications. Users liked the ability to position the video player as per their convenience and that the video player is rendered on top of anything else in the VR environment. Although, in theory, rendering the player on top of VR graphics may introduce depth conflict [28], none of our users reported or showed signs of it. A possible explanation is that the mobility of the video player allowed users to move it around to avoid blocking their content, thereby preventing depth conflicts. However, depth conflict issues could occur in larger and more cluttered VR spaces, in which case the adjustment solutions proposed by Nguyen et. al [28] could be applied. Though it was possible for users to move the video player in z-direction to change its size, they preferred to have a more explicit control. A major request from users was to have a clearer step structure on the timeline to help with navigation; this is a well-known issue in previous video tutorial research [32].
In summary, we identify three primary sources that lead to the occurrence of these interaction problems while following video-tutorials to learn VR design tools:

- **Unfamiliar button mapping** - Learning to perform actions in VR environment requires users to learn an unfamiliar button-action mapping. Since interactions in VR are not standardized, there is no preconceived and established notion of what all buttons mean, how they work and what purpose they serve. This is in contrast to controllers like mice where clicking/dragging type interactions are standardized.

- **Visibility problem** - There is a lack of ability to visually see the controller interactions followed by an instructor to achieve a particular output.

- **Richer input space** - We have two 6DoF tracked controllers for interacting with a 3D space. This opens up a richer input space with multiple interactions that need to occur in tandem with button presses, which may not be conveyed effectively in the video depending on the viewpoint of the instructor.

**Understanding 3D information.** Throughout the tasks, users were unable to figure out relative depth between the controllers and the different elements of the VR painting environment. This prevents users from being able to reason and answer questions like "How far away from the object should I draw something?", "Is the controller touching an artifact or not?", "Is the drawn stroke an ellipse or a circle?". In a particular selection task, where the instructor selects an artifact of the painting by a combination of touching the artifact and pressing a button on the controller, none of the users realized from the video that the controller needed to be in contact with the artifact. All users reported that as a main hurdle in understanding and completion of that task.

In addition to this, all users faced problems in understanding the 3D motion of the instructors’ hand gestures. When presented with an action involving the creation of a complex stroke, users felt that they had no way of replicating the stroke by seeing the video alone, and hence chose to create their own version that looked visually similar to that seen from the viewpoint of the instructor. However, there was no means the compare their stroke with that drawn in the video and analyze it from different perspectives. In addition to the problem of viewpoint, the creation of such strokes can be very fast as well as be occluded by itself or other elements in the VR painting environment. This prevents an awareness about the complexity of the stroke which leads users to misunderstand the stroke structure and draw them in an incorrect manner. At least one of these problems were observed in all the users when they attempted our third task which involved tying a bird shaped knot for a jewelry art.

The above problems can be traced back to the fact that the videos are inherently 2D, where information relating to the depth and perspective may not be apparent without explicit instructor elicitation or cues like lighting, shadows and occlusion [34]. But in many paintings as well as painting applications some of these cues could be entirely missing, and explicit elicitation by instructors are generally absent due to the activity focused, screen cast nature of these recordings.

**Missing out on instructions.** Sometimes users missed important changes in the video such as a tool selection or mode changes. From user interviews, it was realized that this happened because of at least one of the three reasons.

- It was very common for users in the VR environment to look away from the video player while carrying out their actions, thereby missing important instructions if the instructor did not explicitly voice out of any important step.

- Painting being a creative practice, often gets users immersed with their own painting process that they missed hearing an important step while the video is constantly played in the background.

- Due to the lack of a good tutorial navigation mechanism, the user skipped an important step while navigating the video.

4 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

Based on these observations from the formative study, we derive a generic set of design implications for screen cast video-based tutorial system for Virtual Reality painting.

**Accessibility of the video player:** The tutorial video player should be accessible within the VR painting environment of the user. This would enable users to have a quick visual reference for the tutorial steps, allow for easy verification of their work and would help retain the user’s workflow during the painting process. In addition to this, the player must also address the typical problems faced by any video-based tutorial system such as video navigation by explicitly marking important events and enabling quick access to those sections.

**Spatio-temporal exploration:** The system should offer the ability for users to explore VR-specific spatial actions including controller poses, button interactions, trajectories as well as the stroke creation process from different perspectives. The system should then retain this information for an extended period of time, so that even if actions are ephemeral, users can still observe and interpret them. This would give users both the spatial as well as temporal freedom to explore, analyze and understand the various complex actions in the VR space.
**Relative Depth Perception:** User should be aware and instantly be able to perceive the relative depth of an instructor’s action. Though the perspective exploration supports understanding the absolute shape and trajectory of actions carried out by the instructor with their controllers, it may not quite convey the awareness as well as information regarding the spatial occurrence of those actions especially in terms of depth, relative to the other elements present in the VR environment. For instance, questions like “Is the controller touching a object or not?”, “Did the controller move in z-direction? If yes, by how much?”, may be hard to answer by just using 2D videos without additional information on relative depth.

**User awareness of the tutorial instructions:** As with most 3D spatial tasks, user’s workspace in VR is much larger than their field of view. This makes it easy for user to be engaged in a task, looking away from the video player. In this case, users can possibly miss the critical steps of a tutorial. The tutorial system must provide awareness aids to the user regarding important events and help user keep track of the tutorial while being minimally disruptive to the user activity.

## 5 IMPROVED VIDEO TUTORIAL SYSTEM

Using the design implications that were developed in the previous section, Our TutoriVR system seeks to address the problems that were uncovered in our formative studies. TutoriVR achieves this in an application-agnostic as well as platform-agnostic manner through leveraging on data that are available in all the commonly used VR systems.

To generate the necessary metadata for TutoriVR, we provide minimal interfaces that runs in background and records the instructor’s VR painting workflow.

- **Screencast video + VR system traces.** An active VR application usually mirrors what the user sees to a desktop window. We developed an executable script that one can use to record a screencast video together with a time-stamped log of the VR system traces. This log includes the HMD and controller 3D positions, orientations, and the controller button presses events. This logging mechanism is supported in both of the two standard VR development framework (e.g., Oculus SDK and OpenVR).

- **Author annotations.** The tutorial author can also optionally provide annotations in an XML file to indicate important events or emphasize certain segments in the recording. The important events are of three types - 1.) Critical events that users should pay attention to 2.) Tool/mode changes 3.) Step transitions.

TutoriVR packages these metadata into an embedded tutorial system in the user’s VR application environment (Figure 3). It has four main components - Improved video player, Stereo mode, Perspective thumbnail, Awareness widget.

![Figure 3: The main panel of the TutoriVR system. Up (V): The improved video interface; Down (P): The Perspective thumbnail view which simulates the actions and interactions of the instructor’s controller to help users better understand the video content](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Icon</th>
<th>Marker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool change</td>
<td><img src="icon" alt="Tool" /></td>
<td><img src="color" alt="Blue" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical event</td>
<td><img src="icon" alt="Critical" /></td>
<td><img src="color" alt="Red" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step change</td>
<td><img src="icon" alt="Step" /></td>
<td><img src="color" alt="Yellow" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**: Tutorial author’s annotations, their corresponding icons and timeline markers

**Improved video player**

Based on user feedback from the formative study, we implemented several improvements to the base video player to make it more accessible in VR. First, the size of the video player needs to be adjustable. A large UI provides more details but may block the user’s FOV in VR. A small UI is
less obtrusive but is less visible. We let users resize the video player by adjusting a vertical slider (Figure 3 V.2). Second, important events and temporal structure of the tutorial should be made more explicit. We explicitly visualize author’s annotations on the timeline (Figure 3). A detailed explanations of these icons are provided in Table 1. These icons not only provide navigation cues, but also allows for users to be aware of the important events emphasized by the author [32]. Finally, we added various timeline navigation aids. Seeking a video timeline in VR using the touch controller might be slow and tiring because of hand jitters [9, 25]. We added the -5s/+5s seeking buttons and the section navigation buttons (Figure 3 V.1) to aid in video navigation.

**Stereo mode**

As observed in the formative study, a 2D screencast video does not capture the relative depth between the artist’s controller and the virtual objects in the scene. To enhance depth perception of the tutorial content in VR, we provide the “Stereo mode” button (Figure 3 V.4). When activated, our system displays a stereo-captured version of the video. Stereoscop has been found to be the most effective depth cue in VR manipulation tasks [22]. To enable this feature, our recording script captures both the left and right views of the VR system. Then, we use a graphics shader to separate the left and right views from the video image and render them to the viewer’s left and right lens, respectively. As a result, the viewer can perceive stereo depth from watching the tutorial video; the effect is similar to viewing a 3DTV in a living room.

However, this approach may incur perceptual problems that are well-known for stereoscopy such as eye straining or window violation [38]. We implemented the standard “black-tape” technique to reduce window violation [4]. We also turn this mode off by default and expect that the user would only use it when necessary.

**Perspective thumbnail widget**

The Perspective Thumbnail Widget is a major part of our system with the intent of allowing users to better understand stroke structure and controller interactions.

Using the logs generated with our capture-time system, we simulate the movements and interactions of the controller in the video in a separate window below the main video player (Figure 3 P). Here, we render motion trails to the virtual controllers whenever a stroke is drawn and highlights button press events in blue (Figure 4 right). The thumbnail view mirrors the viewpoint and rotation of the tutorial author in the video, but the user can manually change rotation and zoom for further inspection (Figure 3 P.2 and P.3). In this way, this widget offers two advantages in better understanding two key aspects of the painting process:

- **Understanding Stroke structure**: The widget allows users to view and explore the stroke creation process from different perspectives, free of occlusion by other elements. The user can switch to different perspectives using the zoom/rotate sliders present in the widget as well as snap back to the instructor’s viewpoint.

- **Controller interactions**: The virtual controller mirrors motions and actions of the instructor’s controllers. Whenever a controller button is pressed by the instructor in the tutorial video, the corresponding buttons are highlighted in the virtual controllers. Being able to see what is being pressed and motion of the controller in a separate and isolated space can help users better understand the spatio-temporal relationship of complex controller interactions.

We render the Perspective Thumbnail window in stereo to convey stronger depth perception. To achieve this, we applied the same rendering approach used in Stereo Mode. We render the controller simulation scene using a custom stereo camera rig and output the left/right textures to the corresponding rendering eye target in the VR system. The walls and grid lines in the thumbnail window provides additional pictorial and perspective depth cues [34]. It can help users more quickly interpret the motion of the virtual controllers. Additionally, we increase the field-of-view of the stereo camera rig to increase the visibility of the controllers. Thus, the user can observe the controller actions as if they are looking over the shoulder of a tutorial author.

![Figure 4: Demonstration of the Perspective Thumbnail Widget. Left: Ambiguous cube-like strokes when viewed on a video; Right: The cube strokes become more interpretable when viewed from a different perspective in the Perspective Thumbnail Widget.](image)

To increase the effectiveness in delivery of these visualizations, we gradually fade the highlights of button presses and the stroke trail, allowing enough time for users to be aware of and understand ephemeral controller actions. This prevents the need to perform a frame-by-frame search of the user to figure out a crucial information required for a task.
**Awareness widget**

The environment in VR is much larger compared to conventional desktops, it is very easy for users to loose the main video player from their Field of View (FOV) and miss important instructions in a tutorial, especially when they are not explicitly voiced out. For example, when a user is too focused on the painting, they might fail to notice an important action made by the instructor. The user can also choose to place the video player close to the painting, but it may obstruct their workflow. To address this problem, TutoriVR provides a mechanism to non-intrusively provide users with visual information on the progress and key events of the tutorial video (Figure 5). Our Awareness widget is an extension of the main video player. Instead of being positioned in the world coordinate, it is rendered view-fixed—attached to the user’s view direction, and becomes visible when they are not viewing the main video player. The widget is transparent for most parts and the user can customize its vertical position so that it does not obstruct their active field of view.

![Awareness widget](image)

**Figure 5**: Awareness Widget. This widget is view-fixed in VR. It provides a minimal set of important tutorial content to help users be more aware of the tutorial progress.

We render a minimal set of tutorial content on the Awareness widget including a video thumbnail, current video time and event icons representing events within a +30s/-30s time window of the video play (Figure 5). The icon size increases temporarily as the event approaches the current video time to aid in attracting user attention. User can also quickly navigate to the event by clicking on these icons in this widget.

6 **EXPLORATORY USER STUDY**

We evaluated our TutoriVR system using an exploratory user study. We wanted to gain initial feedback from users about the improvements we added after the formative study. We also wanted to observe whether users could use these new features in tutorial task in VR.

We compared TutoriVR with the improved baseline video player system from the formative study. Both our baseline and TutoriVR conditions included these improvements (i.e., features V.1, V.2, and V.3 in Fig.3). We chose a within-subjects study design. We designed two tutorial tasks in VR. These tasks are inspired by the intense task condition in a previous tutorial research [23]. Specifically, participants were asked to watch a tutorial video in VR and were required to replicate the final results in the video as quickly and as accurately as possible.

Task 1 (2.5 minutes video) gives users an introduction to basic features of a VR painting application. Task 2 (4.25 minutes video) demonstrates a painting workflow, which involves executing a set of complex strokes and embellishments to create an animated painting. To reduce learning effect, we generated two videos with similar difficulty and length for each task.

**Procedure**

We recruited 10 participants (2 male, 8 female, age range 19-25) using university and company mailing lists. Participants were compensated with a $50 gift card. 4 participants had regular experience with VR, while all had basic/occasional familiarity. On a scale of 1-5, all but two participants self-rated their art experience as 3 or above and only 2 participants rated their 3D design software experience at 3 or above. The study’s total duration was 90 minutes, and required participants to use the TiltBrush application in the Oculus Rift VR system. We selected participants with zero or minimal experience with Tilt Brush. We also selected participants that are right-handed and can perceive stereo vision.

Before the study, participants received a 20-minute training on using the VR system and an introduction of the TiltBrush application. The participants then performed Task 1 and Task 2 in order. The order of the systems assigned to a participant were counter-balanced.

**Measurement**

At the end of each task, the participants completed a custom questionnaire and a NASA-TLX questionnaire[21]. The custom questionnaire asked the participants to rate their perception of the tutorial system and their task performance. The ratings were based on a 7-point Likert scale, with a higher number indicating easier or more useful. Additionally, they completed an open-ended feedback questionnaire after each task, and after the entire study.

In addition to these ratings, we also independently measured the completion rate of each participant in each task. For each task, we created a list of critical steps that a participant must perform. The critical steps in the tasks were selected ahead of time and have at least one of the three attributes: presence of intricate 3D strokes, component of relative 3D depth and complex 6DOF controller interactions. Some examples of critical steps in different tasks are shown in Figure 6. The completion rate is computed by dividing the number of critical steps completed (counted through observation of the participant’s performance) by the total number of critical steps.
of the 3D intricacies involved in the VR painting, causing users to create simpler but incorrect paintings. This is in line with the reported study outcome: users achieved more critical steps in the TutoriVR condition relative to baseline. The TutoriVR system helps users be aware of fine details in the painting. This awareness may demand users to put in extra effort during the tasks. On the other hand, cognitive load in the TutoriVR conditions may be lower during controller interaction events. Although users in both conditions can notice on the video the presence of controller events, it is much more difficult to follow these events in baseline. Figuring this out is achieved easily in TutoriVR by using the Perspective Thumbnail widget.

In the questionnaire ratings (Figure 8), participants were positive about both our system and the baseline system. The differences in ratings, however, were not statistically significant. Qualitative evidence for the ability of the system and its features to help users better understand the tutor was elicited in the open-ended feedback collected from the participants. Out of 10 participants, 8 users felt the Stereo Mode and the Perspective Thumbnail widgets helped them in the tasks. The awareness widget was designed to be of use in free-form exploration tasks with longer task duration, which requires a different kind of study for evaluation. Stereo Mode helped users in getting better task awareness and assessing relative 3D poses of the painting structure. Perspective Thumbnail helped users understand intricate 3D shapes and/or controller interactions. This was also reflected in the written comments by some users:

P2: “[Stereo mode] was very helpful for understanding the shape and depth of different elements in the video”

P8: “[Perspective thumbnail] would have been helpful in this task. Hard to make out the required shape of the loops without the ability to rotate video to see from different perspectives”

In summary, our study confirms the value of having an embedded tutorial system in VR. The findings also show
that our improvements were perceived positively by participants. Most importantly, we found that the improvements helped participants replicate more critical steps in the VR tutorial tasks. Since these tasks were designed to be non-trivial and our participants consist mostly of inexperienced VR painters, these findings provide promising evidences that TutoriVR can aid users in learning to VR paint, while being in the VR environment of the painting application.

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Although we found some promising results in our exploratory study, there are several aspects of this new type of tutorial system that we currently cannot answer. First, we do not know the specific utility and usability of individual features. More formal comparisons with dedicated tasks are needed. For example, for Stereo Mode, depth judgment tasks [37] are better at gauging its effectiveness in depth perception. For Awareness Widget, open-ended creative tasks where users tend to focus more on the painting than the tutorial might be more suitable. Second, our study was conducted on a rather small sample size with a specific VR painting application. The findings should be taken with a grain of salt. However, as the first step in evaluating this new type of tutorial, the results are encouraging and we hope will motivate more evaluations with more participants and with other applications in VR (e.g., sculpting, animation, storytelling).

We also identify several interesting areas for future work. First, our current system is designed for self-paced learning where the user decides when and where to access the tutorial. More compelling reactive and intelligent tutorials [15] that provide guidance and feedback can be explored. Second, the VR-embedded widgets can have applications beyond tutorial. Being embedded into a VR application, it opens up new possibilities for collaboration and multi-tasking interactions in VR. One example is to allow a non-VR user to communicate and guide an in-VR user on how to use a VR application via desktop commands.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have taken the first step at exploring the design of a tutorial system for design tasks in VR. Our system was designed based on VR-embedded widgets, which are application interfaces that are observable and interactable directly inside the user’s own VR application. These widgets allow us to create a more integrated video learning experience in VR: a user can learn to VR paint while watching tutorial video without ever leaving the application. We designed a new tutorial system based on this concept, and evaluated it in two small user studies. Our findings show that having a tutorial system in VR is valuable for users who want to learn VR painting from video.
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